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Abstract
This work proposes a generic approach for achieving scalability of multi
agentsystems MAS The key to reach that goal is to introduce a self
organization mechanism allowing systems to congure themselves to any
application scale and nature Here I shall outline such a mechanism which
can be introduced to any multiagent system I focus on two systems In
teRRaP and MECCA and on two applications the transportation domain
realized using InteRRaP agents and a trac telematics application mod
elled with MECCA agents All systems and applications are brie	y char
acterized in this work and relations to other elds of research are pointed
out
 
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 General Overview
The goal of this dissertation is the examination of scalability of multiagent sys
tems MAS and the development of a mechanism which allows selforganization
of multiagent applications in particular of applications with a very large number
of agents
   Motivation and Goal of this Thesis
The aspect of scalability is crucial for all kinds of software systems a system
running eciently in a small environment may fail in a large one if for instance
its algorithms running time is somehow exponential to environment size For
instance it is well known that programming in the large may dier signicantly
from small or medium size programming Hence a thorough examination of
eciency and problems accompanying programming in the large is inevitable
Unfortunately in many cases the control ow of very large systems can become
highly complex so that it can hardly be pressed into an exact mathematical
framework Using results from traditional complexity theory may not always be
appropriate as classication into complexity classes may be of a granularity which
is too coarse to be useful So another more empirically oriented approach has
to be pursued
Investigating very large scale multiagent applications is not only of scientic
but also of commercial interest Multiagent software is about to become mature
enough to be introduced into the marketplace for many applications The issue
of whether the new software is in fact suited for the demands of the real world
gains high relevance even if a system runs perfectly in some test suites it is not
a priori clear that it will perform well in practice
  Test suites may be built up by idealizing the environment and by making
assumptions about it
  The size of a test bed may be signicantly smaller than the environment
where the system will be used later on in practice This may lead to the
problems stated above
This work addresses mainly the latter point How can a multiagent system be
organized to make it exible enough to cope with applications of any scale This
question raises a second aspect Not only the size of an application has to be
taken into account but also other properties characterizing its nature Hence
the goal of this work is to provide a mechanism which automatically adjusts a
multiagent system to any environment To do so I will examine scalability from
a theoretical point of view as well as from a practical one

Theoretical Aspects
 In my work I will regard the task addressed above as an
optimization problem by characterizing a search space and an objective function
to be optimized The objective function has to denote the systems performance
while a multidimensional search space must describe the set of possible con
gurations of the system Each modiable property of the system reects one
dimension of the search space ranging from one extreme distinction to the other
Finding a point in this search space which corresponds to an optimal congu
ration ie a conguration with the highest performance in reasonable time is
an intractable task in general However nding a high local optimum will also
suce provided it can be achieved rather easily Thus one goal of my thesis will
be to derive a suitable optimization mechanism
The search space dimensions ie scalable parameters of a multiagent applica
tion can be classied into three partially interfering groups
  Scaling the agent society structure
  Scaling communicationcooperation of agents
  Scaling inside the agent model
I will outline these dimensions in some more detail in section  Another goal of
my work will be to nd general rules or heuristics to achieve a good conguration
more easily
Practical Aspects
 Empirical experience is a second basis for the envisaged
goal It is intended to evaluate the performance of parameterized multiagent ap
plications and to use this information as feedback during an optimization process
Therefore I shall present some very largescale test suites which will be used for
validating this approach
The goal of this work is not only to derive a mechanism for nding an ecient
system conguration but also to provide a mechanism to maintain system ef
ciency Usually multiagent applications are intended to work ad innitum
there is no nal goal state since the system reacts dynamically on new inputs
This leads to the fact that a system which was originally adjusted to work at a
very high performance level might lose its performance over time as the environ
ment changes Maintenance of high performance is therefore another main goal of
this dissertation applying some sort of local optimality conditions derived from
theoretical and practical observations to the current situation of the application
will be used to detect suboptimalities I will outline an architecture layout for a
self adapting system

Having sketched the main goals of my work I will describe in the remainder of
this introductory section how this work is classied into elds of research and
how it is formally embedded into research environments
  Classication of this Thesis into Scientic Fields of
Research
This thesis addresses problems somewhere in the intersection of a wide range of
research areas beside its origin distributed articial intelligence DAI Results of
research pursued in other elds may be incorporated but there may also be the
chance that this work will be of some use for these disciplines for instance for
simulating behavior of large human groups
Distributed Articial Intelligence Research on multiagent systems has be
come an increasingly important area of research in articial intelligence The
rather young community of researchers in Distributed Articial Intelligence was
founded in the early  	
s The rst international workshop was held in Boston
in  	
 while the rst larger journal release was a special issue of IEEE Transac
tion on systems IEE  in  	  It was almost one decade later before the rst
workshop in DAI was held in Europe titled Modeling Autonomous Agents in
a MultiAgent World and held in  		 It took another year before the rst
German workshop was held
In articial intelligence entities in a distributed environment are called agents
Russell and Norvig dene in RN	 an agent as follows
An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its envi
ronment through sensors and acting upon that environment through
eectors
This denition is however rather vague agents can be robots Internet agents
softbots trac guiding agents etc ranging from primitive entities to sophisti
cated ones Research in DAI addresses how the core of intelligent agents eg
their ability to interact with the environment and other agents to represent and
infer knowledge and to make decisions has to be modeled in order to construct
universal agents which can be used in as many domains as possible
A second aspect of DAI research focuses on the development of decentralized
problem solving approaches by using agents as local decision making and execut
ing units Although in general global optimality cannot be guaranteed anymore
these methods have been proven useful Even during the execution of a computed
plan it is possible for the system to accept task changes and to adjust the current
plan accordingly Another aspect is robustness If one participating unit fails
another one may take its task possibly with only small extra eort

As mentioned above parallels to other elds of research may be drawn Therefore
I will shortly present points of contact to these disciplines Examining them in
depth may lead to further insights for instance heuristics for an ecient system
conguration may be found Section  gives some more details on these points of
contact
Management Theory In business organization consultants have to structure
very large companies Business administration has thus developed basic organi
zational forms for companies A survey can be found in Woh  These forms
only provide a collection of patterns so organization managers still have to
decide which form to choose for a certain division of the company in question
One point of interest for my work will be to investigate whether rules designed
for building company structures can be applied to the modeling of articial agent
societies If so one would like to know how they must be modied in order to be
applicable
Distributed Computer Science In recent years much eort has been spent on
the study of distributed systems such as distributed operating systems Tan	
database systems AMO	 programming languages SSR	 etc Results in
these divisions can help to clarify questions such as
  Robustness guarantee The complete system should not go down if one
single participating unit fails
  Resource adaptiveness Adding or removing resources to the system should
lead to an automated rebalancing of the capacity of the system units
  Network transparency The semantics of computations should not depend
on the site they are executed on
  Deadlock handling Communication or cooperative action between units
should be designed in a fashion that always enables at least one participant
to proceed with its part of the communication or action
System Theory and Simulation Theory Results from system theory may
be used to introduce a formal model of a whole society of agents So far eort has
only been spent to characterize one agent formally An approach can be found
in Mul	a However the behavior of a whole society of agents can hardly
be characterized completely or eciently by putting together descriptions of all
agents A more sophisticated model has to take into account group dynamic
eects and synergy eects Therefore a model which abstracts from the notion

of a single agent but regards groups of agents as one entity or the whole society
as one system may be more appropriate
Furthermore if agent behavior is observed in this more abstract framework fea
tures of individual agents may be blurred as characteristics of the whole society
become visible just as sociology abstracts from the psychology of each individual
member of a society Therefore computer simulation theory might provide meth
ods for describing this kind of behavior M Pidd describes in Pid	 simulation
techniques which might be exploited
Psychology The formation and development of groups is one issue that social
psychologists work on Here much research has been pursued to nd the optimal
size of a certain group see for instance Nas Sch	 or CML	 Therefore it
has to be examined in this work whether criteria for an optimal human group may
be adapted for articial agents Furthermore researchers in social psychology are
interested in reasons why people form or join certain groups TJ shows some
aspects It will be investigated whether such fuzzy patterns of behavior might be
of use for modeling decisions of articial agents to join or leave an organizational
unit
Biology The examination of the sociology of animal societies in particular
of phenomena such as emerging functionality in insect societies may lead to
interesting insights into how a goal for such a society is split into subgoals and
how they are achieved Furthermore feedback loops regulating the size and
structure of insect societies are worth looking at in order to introduce similar
mechanisms into articial societies Interesting models can be found in Fre
Communication Network Technology Not only the eld of computer sci
ence deals with the realization of large networks Other technical disciplines such
as electrical engineering or computer engineering have to cope with similar prob
lems For instance a telephone network also has to be kept working even if some
of its cells fail or get overloaded Therefore techniques have been developed in
order to overcome these diculties I will examine whether these techniques can
be adapted for my work and if so how they have to be modied Furthermore
an examination of the worlds largest network the Internet LR	 will lead to
further insights on realization of these issues
Putting it all together one major part of the work will be the extraction of fruitful
stimuli and results from these related scientic elds So far I have given a brief
overview over research areas this work will be related to In the next subsection
I describe the formal environment into which it is embedded

  Research Environment for the Intended Work
This work will be carried out in the environments of two German research groups
the project CoMMAMAPS Cooperative ManMachine Architectures Multi
Agent Planning and Scheduling supervised by Prof J Siekmann and the Sie
mens project AiV Agenten im Verkehr Agents in Transportation
CoMMAMAPS This research group is located at the German Research Cen
ter for Articial Intelligence Deutsches Forschungszentrum fur Kunstliche Intel
ligenz DFKI in Saarbrucken The DFKI is associated with the Universitat des
Saarlandes also located in Saarbrucken In its veyear history CoMMAMAPS
has developed the multiagent architecture InteRRaP Mul	b Future goals are
to further develop InteRRaPs system architecture towards a more cognitive and
social agent architecture by incorporating components such as a more sophisti
cated knowledge representing and inference component a learning component
resource bounded planning components etc
Furthermore collaboration with several shipping companies has been established
where multiagent technology is used for optimizing cargo transportation Here
the question of scalability is crucial for a successful application since such com
panies own hundreds of trucks each of which shall be represented by an agent
Therefore the work of this dissertation will be linked naturally into this project
In particular the head of the group Dr K Fischer is the adviser for this part
of my work
InteRRaP has been developed in close cooperation with the Programming Sys
tems Lab headed by Prof G Smolka at DFKI This group has developed Oz
SSR	 a concurrent constraint programming language Using Oz has lead to
some computational advantages since some features of the agent architecture
could be realized already at the programming language level
Furthermore CoMMAMAPS has cooperated with other DFKI projects such as
the RAP group SB	 where planning mechanisms are developed which might
be integrated into InteRRaPs agent architecture Cooperation with the COSMA
Cooperative Schedule Management Agent BOH
 
	 group has lead to the
development of a natural language understanding user interface for cooperation
between MAS and user
Cooperation with the Universitat des Saarlandes has also been proven fruitful
the Institute for Information Systems Institut fur Wirtschaftsinformatik IWI
Sch	 has set its goals in pursuing applicationoriented research in computer
oriented business New methods in process engineering and work ow manage
ment could be evolved by combining their technologies with an agentoriented
approach

AiV This group is classied as a subdivision of the Central Department of
Research and Development Zentralbereich Forschung und Entwicklung ZFE at
Siemens Munich Here another multiagent system has been developed MECCA
Ste	 based on the language MAI

L SBKL	 also developed in this group
through its subsidiary at DFKI Kaiserslautern
Much emphasis has been put on the communication interface between an arti
cial agent and a human user see Lux	 for details In particular this approach
considers humans to be participants in the multiagent system Currently a
great deal of manpower has been invested in a project sponsored by the Ger
man Federal Department of Education and Research Bundesministierium fur
Bildung und Forschung BMBF MOTIV Mobilitat und Transport im inter
modalen Verkehr Mobility and Transportation in Intermodal Trac Sie	
This project is a united eort of the major German car companies eg BMW
DaimlerBenz and Volkswagen and supplier companies Siemens Bosch etc to
develop a travel planning support system for the next millennium Agents will be
used to represent trac participants and service suppliers Again the question
of scalability is most important for the overall success of the project as the en
visaged goal of this project is to derive a system to be used in the best case by
every trac participant Working with this project gives me the chance to gain
industrial experience which can be used for nding scalability criteria of practical
relevance For this part I will be advised by Dr D Steiner and by Dr B Specker
These two bases  DFKI and university research on the one hand and indus
trial application on the other hand  provide a very fruitful environment for the
envisioned goal Furthermore using two dierent multiagent approaches and
dierent test suites may lead to the broadness and generality neccessary for this
dissertation Finally being advised by several experts will lead and already has
lead to diverse sources of inspiration
  Structure of this Proposal
Section  gives more detailed information on the research area of multiagent sys
tems in general and of the InteRRaP and MECCA systems in particular since
they serve as underlying systems for this piece of work Section  represents the
core of this proposal Here a discussion of scalability of multiagent systems is
made and a more formal view of the problem is given Furthermore starting
points for a scaling approach are discussed Modiable system parameters are
regarded as dimensions of the search space of that problem Finally a sketch
of a possible layout of an envisioned dynamically selfadapting system is given
Section  describes two very large scale scenarios  one for each proposed MAS
They will be used in the future to gain practical experience on the various scaling
	
possibilities Furthermore a possible layout of a unifying agent society structure
is given In section  related elds of research are discussed along with an exam
ination of these elds inuences on my work for instance by motivating system
layout heuristics The nal section summarizes the aim of this dissertation and
gives a detailed time schedule for both practical and theoretical goals of this
work In particular the workload is partitioned and for each piece of work I state
how to operationalize it Possible cooperations with other researchers or students
are addressed
 MultiAgent Systems
In this section I give a brief introduction to the research area of multiagent
systems First general issues will be discussed while the subsequent sections
characterize the two systems of concern InteRRaP and MECCA
  General Properties
Currently the term agent is used to denote very dierent kinds of entities ranging
from members in insect societies to various types of technological systems such
as objects in an objectoriented language but also robots or air planes Even
in the more narrow eld of DAI a denition which is generally agreed upon is
not yet in sight However many researchers have characterized their individual
points of view on how to dene an agent
A description of what an agent is has been put forward by Wooldridge and
Jennings WJ	 They characterize an agent by the following traits
  Autonomy Agents control their actions and internal states to enable them
to operate without the direct intervention of humans or others
  Social Ability Agents communicate with other agents by using some kind
of agent communication language
  Reactivity Agents respond to changes in their environment which they can
perceive
  ProActiveness Agents are able to perform goaldirected behavior in addi
tion to reaction to their environment
A simple concept of an agent is as eg a UNIX process with the above mentioned
properties that runs continuously and independently concurrent to its users other
processes The agents eectors would be commands which change the external
environment state and its sensors would be commands providing information
 

Many AI Researchers have adopted stronger and more specic denitions of
agents usually in the context of agents they have modeled andor implemented
P Cohen and H Levesque CL	
 dene their agent with human mentalistic
notions such as knowledge belief intention and goals They orient this architec
ture after M Bratmans wellknown requirements of an intelligent agents mental
capabilities Bra Other AI researchers have even considered emotional agents
with humanlike mental state eg J Bates Bat	
A very crucial question a DAI system designer must address is how to model
agents and objects in a computational environment Whereas objects can well be
described using an objectoriented programming paradigm an appropriate de
nition of agents needs additionally the inclusion of their mentalistic notions The
result of such a treatment is a paradigm called the agentoriented programming
AOP paradigm due to Y Shoham Sho	  It can be viewed as an extension to
the objectoriented programming paradigm
So far a discussion is going on how to realize that paradigm In contrast to the
paradigm of objectoriented programming currently no standard has been found
As a consequence agent models vary greatly in capabilities and functionalities as
well as in underlying architecture principles In the remainder of this section I
will shortly describe two systems the InteRRaP system and the MECCA system
 The System InteRRaP
A striking feature of the InteRRaP agent architecture Mul	a is the combination
of reactivity with goaldirected behavior This is achieved by modeling these two
types of behavior in dierent layers
In InteRRaP an agent consists of its World Interface where its perception and
action is modeled a Knowledge Base KB and a threelayered control unit
This unit consists of the BehaviorBased Layer BBL the Local Planning Layer
LPL and the Cooperative Planning Layer CPL Figure   shows the correlation
of these units
According to these three layers the agents knowledge base is partitioned into
three units a world model a mental model and a social model The BBL is
designed to give the agent the ability to react quickly to exceptional situations
and to cope with routine situations Such reaction is triggered by processing
information from its world interface and world model The purpose of the LPL is
to enable the agent to create longterm plans This is achieved not only by using
the agents world model but also by its mental models which reect its intentions
and goals The CPL is responsible for creating socalled joint plans with other
agents To do so the CPL uses not only information on its world model and its
mental model it also processes information about other agents goals skills and
commitments stored in its social model Figure   visualizes the overall structure
  
of an InteRRaP agent
Agent KB Agent Control Unit
World Interface / 
BodyPerception Communication Action
Cooperative
Planning 
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Figure   The InteRRaP Agent Architecture
Mental states of an InteRRaP agent are described by the following components
the current perception P of the agent a set of beliefs B describing its infor
mational state a set of goals G and a set of intentions I dening some target
states of an agent If such a state is reached a given goal is fullled Further
more in InteRRaP intentions dene which action is performed next Using these
concepts three basic functions for updating the mental states can be dened
  BR P  B  B is a belief revision and knowledge abstraction function
deriving new beliefs from perception and old beliefs
  SG B  G  G is a situation recognition and goal activation function
mapping an agents goals and beliefs into a new set of goals
  PS B  G  I  I is a planning and scheduling function deriving new
intentions from current beliefs goals and intentions
Figure   shows the ow of control inside the model The functions SG and
PS evaluated in a certain layer inuence activities on that layer as well as on
neighboring layers The situation recognition and goal activation process results
in the creation of new goals These goals may trigger planning and scheduling
 
processes on the same layer Such a process generates new intentions by planning
the steps which have to be taken to achieve a focused goal After execution of
these steps the situation and goals relevant for the SG function of the next upper
layer may have changed Hence the SG function on that level has to be executed
Applying these techniques leads to two basic ows of control
  Upward Activation Requests If a particular layer is not competent for
solving a task ie it cannot nd a plan or schedule to achieve a given
goal it sends a request to the next upper layer This layer may be able to
solve the task since it has more access to the knowledge base and has keener
planning facilities The upper layer reports the result of its PS process to
the lower one
  Downward Commitment Posting Whereas activation of layers is done
bottomup acting is organized in a topdown fashion partial plans derived
at a given layer are posted to the underlying layer which has to integrate
them into its schedule
This leads to several problemsolving strategies In a reactive path the situation is
recognized in the BBL and directly addressed in that layer example avoiding a
collision of two agents A local planning path denotes a situation where a solution
could not be found in the BBL so that the LPL has to be activated in order to
nd a solution executed in the LPL example planning a transportation order
Finally in a cooperative planning path rst the LPL had to be addressed by the
BBL and the CPL had to be activated by the LPL Once a joint plan has been
found it is processed in the LPL into a local plan which is then executed in the
BBL example negotiation on a joint plan solving a blocking conict
The next section gives a brief overview of the second MAS of interest MECCA
whose capabilities concentrate on a dierent issue
 The System MECCA
One major focus in the development of MECCA Ste	 was to create a system
which integrates human and articial agents Such an approach is classied under
the paradigm of Human Computer Cooperative Work HCCW The realization
of this paradigm has lead to unique features in MECCAs system architecture
A main trait of the HCCW paradigm is to regard human and articial agents as
entities of equal rights Thus the main challenge to such a unifying system is to
provide adequate user interfaces and powerful and exible cooperation methods
These requirements have lead to the MECCA system architecture A MECCA
agent consists of three elements The body the head and the communicator
The body of an agent is used to model its basic problem solving capabilities
 
These capabilities are applicationdependent and can be pursued by the agent
without integration into any cooperation structure The head enables an agent
to participate in cooperative processes It plans at a high level of abstraction and
interacts and negotiates with other agents In order to communicate with other
agents an agent needs to have access to communication channels and information
about other agents such as their addresses etc The communicator provides
these channels and information to the agents head
In contrast to the InteRRaP model where reactivity is a possible kind of behavior
a MECCA agent behaves strictly goaloriented problemsolving is realized in a
fourstep manner visualized in gure 
  Initialization During this step a goal is established for one or several
agents Negotiation between agents may be neccessary to achieve this goal
  Planning During the planning phase alternative action sequences are de
veloped and evaluated in order to determine the optimal one
  Execution While performing and monitoring the planned actions they are
monitored in order to recognize dierences between the expected and cur
rent outcomes
  Evaluation Evaluating the result of a plan execution helps to determine
weaknesses of current plans and this may lead to new goals
As mentioned above one major focus of MECCA is to provide an integrating
system for both human and articial agents Hence a sophisticated cooperation
model is required Based on speech act theory Aus MECCAs cooperation
model consists of two levels cooperation primitives and cooperation methods
Cooperation primitives are structured messages sent from one agent to another
A cooperation primitive consists of a keyword and a message contents where
the keyword denes how to interpret the contents Examples of keywords are
propose accept reject or refine Primitives are treated by the agents plan
ning component as actions ie their semantics can be described by preconditions
and eects This enables the planner to reason about communication with other
agents
Cooperation methods are built up by composing cooperation primitives to larger
pieces Methods then serve as welldened communication protocols between
agents Using cooperation primitives allows to model wellknown cooperation
methods such as masterslave cooperation contract net cooperation negotiation
etc In MECCA prebuilt cooperation methods are stored in a library and may
be activated by any agent Furthermore it is possible for human agents to dene
new cooperation methods dynamically This ensures the exibility required for a
successful integration of human agents
 
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Figure  Problem solving with MECCA
 Theoretical Aspects of Scalability
This section presents the core of the proposal theoretical aspects of scalability
which is one focus of the intended dissertation First I will try to characterize
the term scalability and its correlation to very large scale multiagent appli
cations in order to present a more formal description of the problem In the
following subsections I will discuss various scaling opportunities of a multiagent
application and nally I will sketch a layout of a future selforganizing system
  Denition
In BB	 a scale is characterized as follows
A classication curve to assign numbers to certain entities
The authors of BB	 distinguish between three dierent types of scales
  A nominal scale is used to simply distinguish between entities by assigning
dierent numbers to them
  An ordinal scale is a nominal scale where an order is introduced between
the numbers representing entities This order allows to sort entities with
respect to a certain property
 
  A cardinal scale is an ordinal scale where additionally a metric is intro
duced which allows to determine how far two entities dier according to
the property in question
Furthermore the authors distinguish between discrete and continuous scaling
dimensions In a discrete dimension an entity can only be assigned to a value out
of a discrete set of numbers whereas in a continuous dimension all possible values
between two extreme points may be assigned
Thus the concept scalability denotes the possiblity to exactly up and downsize
an object In the eld of software systems the degree of scalability of a system
architecture can be used to describe how its problem solving behavior reacts on
resource modications

This behavior can be measured by the introduction of
a performance function

One may achieve optimal scalability if performance is
directly proportional to the use of resources However optimal scalability can
hardly be achieved in complex applications in general scaling up one or several
resource quantities by some factor n does not imply a performance improvement
by the factor c  n for some constant c
However investigations can be made to discover an optimal resource distribu
tion which can be viewed as the optimum of the performance function in an
mdimensional search space where m denotes the number of scalable quantities
and each point in that search space corresponds to one particular system congu
ration Each scalable quantity a list will be presented in subsequent subsections
is represented by a dimension in the search space whose domain ranges from one
extreme point of that quantity to the other
Figure  shows a simple twodimensional example here performance depends
only on the number of agents and the usage of a sophisticated knowledge rep
resentation KR component Whereas the agent number is represented by a
discrete dimension whose domain ranges from 
 to possibly innity the other
dimension is modeled as a continuous one its domain ranging from 
 to   a
number between those extremes indicates how much percentage of an agents
 
In this work I refer the notion of a resource mainly to computation time and space other
resources for instance physical resources of some realexisting robot have to be considered in
the future

This function has to be dened for each application from scratch since it depends on several
factors such as operating time quality of the result etc The application designer has to combine
them by eg building a weighted sum Designing this performance function depends strongly
on the preference structure of the application designer Hence general claims can hardly be
made about it
 
computational time can be used in the KR component
 
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Figure  A Simple Example of a System Performance Relation
Following the methodology of operations research OR the problem can be char
acterized formally as follows
max Overall Performance
subject to Distribution of resources on scalability quantities
Minimal and maximal boundaries for the use of each resource
Maximal boundary for the overall use of resources
Finding a global optimum is a very hard problem whose solution can hardly if at
all be found in reasonable time Furthermore a high enough local optimum will
do as well considering the fact that the list of tasks the system has to perform
may change rapidly current congurations may lose high performance and hence
have to be discarded quite frequently
The point of concern is to nd for each quantity a value with a high marginal
utility value ie a point where the investment for one more resource unit leads
to a high performance improvement By making assumptions which I will dis
cuss below a solution may be achieved by applying a variation of optimization
procedures wellknown in OR or AI

For the sake of simplicity this dimension is scaled equally for all agents in future applica
tions it may well be scaled separately for each agent This of course can lead to an explosion
of the number of scaling dimensions I will discuss later how to address this problem

Another way to scale a KR component would result in a discrete dimension provided
several KR algorithms of possibly dierent complexity are at the agents disposal	 every point
in that dimension would denote the usage of a certain combination of these algorithms An
order can be introduced by comparing the complexity of these combinations
 
For instance a modication of G Zoutendijks steepest ascent method Zou
may be used An optimum conguration ie an optimal point in the search
space can be found by moving from some arbitrary starting point in the search
space iteratively to the optimal point In every step rst the direction is deter
mined on which to move In case the relation of performance towards resources
can be expressed by some dierentiable function the best direction can be deter
mined using partial dierentials Otherwise the direction has to be determined
empirically One way to do so is to restrict possible directions by moving only
along the given dimensions iteratively a marginal step

in both directions of
each dimension is made the performance dierence is measured and the step
is undone Then a step in the direction with the highest performance gain will
be made If no performance gain could be found the algorithm has reached an
optimum
In the example a starting point may be x

 A maximal performance gain will be
achieved by adding more resources to the KR component x

may be achieved
By increasing the number of agents to ve the optimal conguration represented
by x

 will be found
As stated above some assumptions have to be made in order to use that simple
algorithm
  The performance function P is concave ie for arbitrary points x and y
in the search space and for 
       P x    y  P x   
P y If this assumption is violated the algorithm may run to a local
optimum for instance in the previous example by beginning from another
starting point the algorithm might return x

as a result Solutions to such
dilemmas are provided by algorithms such as simulated annealing KGV
where random jumps are made from time to time Although in general
this approach cannot guarantee to nd an optimal solution in practice it
has proven to be ecient It has to be investigated how to model such
techniques for my purpose
  During the search for optimization neither the search space changes nor
does the dependence of the performance function to scalable or nonscalable
quantities	 This assumption cannot hold in general as eg new tasks
may be incorporated anytime which may change for instance the optimal
number of agents Furthermore such changes may occur already during the

If the search space is not convex 
ie all possible points between two arbitrary points in
the search space do also belong to the search space a marginal step denotes the smallest
step possible to reach again a point in the search space For instance in the above example
the discrete dimension Number of Agents induces nonconvexity A marginal step along that
dimension can be achieved by increasing or decreasing the agent number by one
 
computation of the next step to perform in the search space I will propose
in section  how to cope with this problem
  Performance impacts of the resource quantities are independent from each
other	 Again this is an assumption which doesnt hold in the general case
For example it is easily possible that making knowledge base reasoning
more sophisticated will also inuence the performance impact of a learning
component This component may work more eectively if powerful inference
mechanisms are provided Generally speaking interaction of these quan
tities have to be examined Still assuming no interdependence between
these quantities can be used to nd an approximated solution Further re
search has to be performed to decide whether such an noninterdependence
assumption can be made without too much loss of generality
  All dimensions are scaled cardinally or at least ordinally ie a partial order
can be introduced This assumption is crucial for the algorithm above to
decide in which direction to move next However it also cannot hold in
general for instance only a nominal scale was introduced at the second
possibility to dene the dimension of KR component usage In such cases
an order has to be introduced articially eg by using some heuristics
such that not every single point of that dimension has to be tested
This procedure is of course not the only applicable method Another promising
idea is to use some variation of J Hollands Genetic Algorithms approach Hol
However I will have to see in detail if and how this method can be modied
for my purposes
It may not be reasonable to introduce only one such optimization procedure as too
many scaling dimensions may occur For instance as noted above the usage of
a KR component may as well be scaled for each agent individually which would
lead to an additional scaling dimension for each agent running in the system
Therefore it may be wiser to distinguish between scaling dimensions which char
acterize general system properties which I call global dimensions dimensions
characterizing smaller groups of agents local dimensions and dimensions char
acterizing one particular agent individual dimensions Hence one optimization
process for global dimensions several processes for local dimensions have to be
performed as well as a process for each agent addressing individual dimensions
Distinguishing between these three dimension types leads to some sort of abstrac
tion hierarchy
Three dierent architecture levels can be distinguished for scalability examina
tion The agent society level the communication level and the agent model level
In the following paragraphs of the next three subsections I briey characterize
 	
each scalable quantity by describing how it can be modeled to a dimension in
the search space The search space will be characterized as nominal ordinal or
cardinal as discrete or continuous and as global local or individual If possible
two extreme points on the domain of that dimension will be marked
Note that scaling on the society level is the most relevant issue it inuences
scalability on the communication level Scaling on the agent model level is of the
lowest interest for general examination as most of the factors to be scaled may
vary greatly from one MAS architecture to another

 Scaling Agent Societies
In this section I discuss various possibilities of scaling an agent society The
dimensions mentioned below interact highly Hence a separated scalability ex
amination may not be reasonable
Number of Agents This quantity is perhaps the most obvious the more
resources are available the more agents may be added to the system However
assigning too many agents to a certain task may lead to communication overheads
and hence this may actually decrease performance

Furthermore impact on
performance is greatly dependent on other quantities such as listed below
As shown in the example the corresponding dimension is discrete and cardinal
its domain ranges from   to innity This dimension can be addressed globally or
locally for a certain substructure which gets dened by the following dimension
modeling the society structure
Organizational Forms Similar to organizational forms built up in business or
nature which I will discuss in section   very large scale multiagent applica
tions need some form of organizational structure This structure can be used to
determine communication and cooperation partners it may dene a command
hierarchy etc Several dierent models are available by applying organizational
forms presented in section   to the MAS domain In the big picture the or
ganizational structure of a multiagent application determines a degree of de
centralization since centralized and more decentralized organizational forms are
available
In principle each possible combination of organizational forms may be repre
sented as one point in a discrete and nominal dimension As this leads to expo
nentially many points it may be more reasonable to represent this quantity by

However this is an important issue for the further development of the InteRRaP architec
ture and will be included into the work schedule of CoMMAMAPS for the next three years

This corresponds to a quote by F Brooks FPB on upsizing groups of human
agents	Adding more manpower to a late project makes it even more late


several dimensions a global dimension describes the overall structure units in
that structure may be single agents or substructures which are represented on
their own by local dimensions
In addition research has to be pursued in order to nd a similarity relation which
serves as an order so that the dimensions are at least ordinal
Agent Specialization Heterogeneous societies ie societies with dierent
agents may have wider ranges of expertise at their disposal which may enable
them to perform better on the other hand such a society may tend to be sus
ceptible to failure since a specialist may not be replaced easily
A scaling dimension introduced to model skill distribution denes how scaling
dimensions at the agent architecture level which will be presented in section 
are addressed globally  all agents are treated equally locally  only agents be
longing to the same substructure are treated equally or individually  the scaling
dimensions on the agent architecture are used for the optimization process of each
agent on its own Therefore the agent specialization dimension can be treated
as a global discrete and ordinal dimension fglobal  local  individualg
These issues have a strong implicit inuence on the now following items however
they can also be scaled explicitly
Migration In a traditional approach communication between geographically
distributed agents is performed over the network This can be rather time con
suming in case the network is heavily loaded and the communication process
consists of some complex negotiation procedures In the migration approach an
agent is transmitted over the net in order to communicate with its partner on the
local server This can be fast if the receiving server has an accurate model of the
traveling agent In this case only data describing the agents mental states have
to be transmitted a copy of the agent will be generated locally
A scaling dimension can be realized in various ways For instance one might
dene a threshold determining a minimal distance represented by eg signal
passing time between two agents to allow migration Such a realization would
lead to a continuous and cardinal dimension which may be optimized globally or
locally Its domain ranges from 
 to innity
Explicit Resource Control Decentralized control of resources where agents
have to trade on resources may lead to ecient resource distribution on the
other hand quite some communication overhead may occur A centralized re
source control eg an agent which administrates memory and CPU time may
not requires so much communication but there is the danger that the adminis
 
trator may misjudge the importance of some agent activity which may lead to
an inecient resource distribution
This scaling quantity can be modeled by two dimensions rst it has to be de
termined if and how much explicit resource control shall be used at all If so a
second dimension would characterize the tradeo between centralized and decen
tralized control Both dimensions may be realized continuously cardinally their
domains ranging from 
 to   a number in this interval denotes how much of the
resources will be controlled explicitly or centrally resp and either globally or
locally
 Scaling CommunicationCooperation
In this section I discuss scaling approaches which cope with agent communica
tion and cooperation The quantities presented here depend highly on quantities
mentioned in section  In particular it is assumed that the agent society is
structured into units by some sort of organizational form
CommunicationCooperation in and between Units Depending on the
organizational form communication and cooperation within a certain unit may
be restricted strongly or weakly For instance in a hierarchical structure members
of a unit may only communicate with the head of the unit in other organizational
forms communication between unit members may also be allowed Furthermore
communication and cooperation between units has to be specied It has to be
determined whether all unit members may communicate with neighbor unit mem
bers or only selected agents eg the head of the units may do so
Communication between units may be modeled either as a global or local dimen
sion depending on the overall size of the application communication inside a
unit may be best modeled in a local manner Both quantities may be realized as
discrete nominal dimensions where each possible communication type denotes
one point in that dimension However it may be possible to introduce an order
which leads to ordinal dimensions
CommunicationCooperation Through Ocial or Unocial Channels
Using only ocial channels leads to communication and cooperation induced by
the organizational form However it is well possible to introduce direct ways of
communication between distant units in order to facilitate cooperation
Representing this quantity can be done by dening only a limited number of
unocial communication channels which serve as shortcuts By counting com
munication acts between agents a ranking can be set up A direct communication
channel will be introduced between agents that communicate often with one an
other The number of channels can then be scaled This induces a discrete

ordinal dimension whose domain ranges from 
 to innity This dimension can
be realized locally or globally
Complexity of the Communication Process Communication between ar
ticial agents is usually performed in a structured form eg by using speech
act protocols However several protocol types are possible ranging from fast
masterslave communication over various types of auctions to complex negotia
tion protocols which may be quite time consuming if applied widely
This quantity can be modeled as a discrete ordinal dimension each communi
cation type is represented by one point in that dimension which will be used in
either global or local optimization
Communication and cooperation between equally or dierently ranked
agents The form of the organization may dene a ranking between agents This
ranking inuences the communication pattern Whereas a higher ranked agent
may order actions or request information from lower ranked agents equally ranked
agents may only cooperate if it is in both agents interest
A discrete and nominal dimension may be modeled either globally or locally Each
point in that dimension denotes one possible combination of communication type
and ranking relation Again it has to be examined how to introduce an order
 Scaling Inside the Agent Model
Finally I discuss scaling possibilities at the agent architecture level As already
mentioned it will be hard to nd general properties which hold for any multi
agent system since these systems may vary greatly For instance the usage of
a learning component can only be scaled if an agent actually has such a com
ponent at its disposal During my work I will therefore focus on the InteRRaP
agent architecture since it is going to be extended by modules presented in the
subsequent paragraphs
The issue whether these dimensions shall be treated globally locally or individu
ally has already been discussed in section  where the scaling dimension Agent
Specialization has been dened in order to let the optimization algorithm decide
how to treat the quantities below
Explicit Resource Control Similar to the situation on the agent society level
explicit control over resource mainly memory and CPU time distribution can be
scaled on the agent architecture level On the one hand there may be a central
module inside the agent that controls and distributes resources in a centralized
fashion on the other hand dierent modules may compete for resource usage

Similar to administering explicit resource control for agent societies this quantity
can be realized by two continuous and cardinal dimensions whose domains range
form 
 to   a value on the rst dimension denotes what percentage of resources
should be controlled at all a value on the second dimension describes how much
of that percentage shall be administered centrally
All of the following scaling quantities can be realized as continuous and cardinal
dimensions a number between 
 and   denotes a percentage of resources allo
cated centrally to that quantity A second realization may be possible if a priori
an explicit collection of sophisticated algorithms for the various modules are at
the agents disposal A scaling dimension then can be realized discretely where
each point denotes a combination of algorithms to be used However some exam
ination has to be performed to nd an order to make these dimensions ordinal
In the following I give a brief description of the scaling dimensions
Complexity of Knowledge Representation and Inference Capabilities
Ecient integration of these capabilities is a crucial aspect of an agent design
A powerful inference mechanism enables the agent to draw logical conclusions
However complexity theory has shown that powerful reasoning algorithms easily
become intractable A scaling process has to determine when the usage of an
inference component is reasonable
Usage of Learning Algorithms Learning enables an agent to improve its
performance by using experience gained from previously performances of similar
tasks Again a tradeo has to be taken into account since the learning process
itself can lead to a severe overhead
Usage of ResourceBounded Algorithms and Anytime Planning Al
gorithms These algorithms produce results for planning tasks which are sub
optimal if time is limited but can be improved to more and more optimal solutions
if further processing time is available
Complexity of Perception Functionality If an agent has a perception mod
ule at its disposal its performance can be inuenced by introducing sophisticated
methods which allow the agent not only to perceive passively its environment
but also to focus actively on certain circumstances If such a functionality is given
the question has to be addressed on how extensively it should be used
Complexity of Communication between Modules As the various mod
ules of an agent have to cooperate to achieve an agents goals communication

between modules can be scaled as well However in many agent architectures
communication channels between modules are dened directly as a part of the
architecture Thus scaling opportunities are rather limited
To summarize I treat Agent specialization and the overall Organizational
Form as global dimensions Number of Agents Organizational Form of
subunits Migration Explicit Resource Control and all communication and
cooperation scaling quantities may be modeled as global or local dimensions A
nal decision on how to exactly model these quantities can only be made after
some experimentation Eventually scaling dimensions addressing the agent model
will be treated according to the Agent Specialization dimension
Scaling dimensions on the society level especially global ones are of the high
est relevance as they inuence communication dimensions and local dimensions
General claims about scaling on the agent model level can hardly be made as
they rely heavily on the agent architecture in use Hence such scaling quantities
are of little interest for general issues
Note this enumeration is not claimed to be complete it is subject to change
As mentioned above it is a goal of this dissertation to use information gained
by examining scaling quantities in order to derive a selforganizing system The
next section will shortly sketch some aspects of such a system
 A Possible Layout of a Self	adapting System
Realizing an ecient scenario layout consists of two tasks First it has to be
built up and second it has to be maintained on a high performance level
Building up such a complex scenario from scratch is a dicult task  manually
as well as automated achieving high performance instantly is almost impossible
Therefore the idea is to generate a rst unoptimized version which then can be
optimized iteratively A further goal of this thesis is to create a framework which
allows the system to optimize the structure of an application to the requirements
of the current environment
In this work I distinguish between the virtual and the actual structure of a multi
agent application The actual structure is characterized by the number of agents
their grouping communication architecture etc basically by all quantities men
tioned in sections   and  The virtual structure on the other hand
describes the view a user has of the system This structure should be specied by
the scenario designer and then left xed The actual structure and the mechanism
by which the virtual structure is mapped to the actual structure should not be
visible to the user just as in a distributed environment the actual distribution
of a computation is hidden from the user This paradigm is called information
hiding

The distinction between virtual and actual structure has the following advan
tage An application designer only modeling the virtual structure needs not to
worry about bottlenecks in his structure as it is transfered to an optimized actual
structure in the background For instance suppose an agent A has to perform
some huge workload of communication which prohibits it to do its other tasks
the optimization framework may add an additional agent to the system support
ing agent A However this modication is irrelevant for the user and therefore
should be hidden in the actual structure
On the other hand in some cases the system designer may wish to represent some
entities in the environment explicitly by agents eg in a shipping scenario each
existing transportation device might be represented by one agent In such cases
agents in the virtual structure have to be modeled in the actual structure in a one
byone fashion Hence the application designer must be able to distinguish named
agents substructures etc which must not be changed in the actual structure
from anonymous agents substructures etc which may be represented dierently
in the actual structure
The distinction between a virtual and an actual layout of an application allows
the following approach which can be viewed as an anytime method
  The application designer models the virtual structure of the application
 This virtual structure is used as a rst step for the actual structure
 The system detects bottlenecks in the actual structure and modies it in or
der to remove these bottlenecks This step may be performed in interaction
with some human expert
Furthermore the system recognizes server and agent failure and performs
patching actions
 The third step will be repeated until the system is shut down
This problem solving paradigm is usually called local search For the realization
of this algorithm two issues have to be addressed How to detect bottlenecks and
how to monitor the actual structure	
Bottlenecks will be recognized by applying local optimality conditions on the
layout These conditions will be retrieved through examination of scalability
quantities described above in combination with performance evaluation Fur
thermore examination of related elds of research may lead to further insights
Some rst approaches can be found in section  Organizational forms dened in
organization theory can be used to model substructures of the layout heuristics
about the perfect size of a cooperating team may be taken from psychological
group theory etc If a qualitative evaluation of bottlenecks is possible ie es
timations are available how far the overall performance would be improved by

removing a certain bottleneck one could decide to always work on the worst
bottleneck ie the one with the highest performance improvement estimation
in step  of the algorithm Such a strategy can then be regarded as a variation
of the steepest ascent strategy mentioned above In order to avoid achieving low
local optima some random structure modications can be made form time to
time eg according to principles of the simulated annealing method
Second the structure has to be controlled ormonitored somehow in order to detect
suboptimalities or failures which are massive suboptimalities As stated in
section   a distinction between global local and individual scaling dimensions
has been made This inspires to build not just one adaptation mechanism but
several one for global dimensions some for local dimensions and one for the
individual dimensions of each agent Clearly the latter control structure has to
be integrated into the agent architecture it remains to be discussed how to built
up the former mechanisms
One possible approach is to control optimality conditions for global and local di
mensions by some agent Control agents can simply be agents inside the structure
ADS agents described in the next section or some additional agents whose sole
functionality is to monitor These control agents monitor optimality conditions
either by applying them in a feedback loop by controlling them in a demonlike
fashion or by exception handling
 Practical Aspects of Scalability
The previous section has given an overview over various approaches how to scale
a multiagent application These approaches have to be assessed in some way
In many cases systems are far too complex to allow the denition of a perfor
mance function in a mathematical way So performance has to be measured by
applying the system to suitably large scale test suites This section copes with
practical aspects of scalability First I describe basics of a multiagent develop
ment environment then two applications are introduced which will work as test
beds Finally a possible layout of a future unifying application architecture is
presented
  Basics of a Multi	Agent Development Environment
It is almost impossible to make general claims on structural issues which hold for
each and every multiagent application However one technique has been carried
through in many applications the usage of an Agent Directory Service ADS

agent
	
An ADS agent is a global blackboard agent with some specialized functionality
Agents register themselves at an ADS in order to allow other agents to nd
them by requesting addresses During the registration process an agent leaves its
unique agent name type a description of special skills resource accessabilities
etc Intelligent ADS agents may be able to further reason on this information
So agents looking for cooperation partners are enabled to put complex requests
on other agents to the ADS
ADS1
ADS2
A1
B1
A2
B2A3 ...
...
Figure  Agent Registration
In theory ADS functionality may be added to any agent In practice however
most applications use full time ADS agents ie agents whose only job is to
provide other agents with information about possible cooperation partners As
in complex applications one ADS agent can barely administer all agents several
agents may perform ADS functionality local ADS agents register themselves at
more global ones Figure  visualizes this approach
The ADS functionality is a feature many multiagent applications have in com
mon Other similarities cannot be stated in general as various approaches may
vary greatly
 Applications and Test Beds
In this section I will briey present two main applications for the MAS introduced
in section  The MARS scenario as an application for the InteRRaP system and
the VIS scenario as an application for the MECCA system

Of course the denotion such an agent may vary	 For instance in the PASHA II system
SS it is called administrator

  The MARS Scenario
MARS Modeling Autonomous coopeRating Shipping companies FMP	 repre
sents a collection of geographically distributed transportation companies These
companies carry out transportation tasks which are oered dynamically anytime
during the run of the system Companies have a limited set of trucks at their
disposal The goal of each company is to gain as much prot as possible ie
to accept as many promising oers as possible due to the restriction of capacity
Furthermore optimal distribution of the load as well as optimal routes for each
truck have to be found
A multiagent oriented approach to model this scenario provides not only plan
generation but also monitoring of plan execution if a step of the plan fails or
if some new task is incorporated during the execution phase a decentralized re
planning procedure is started online to adjust current plans to the new situation
Each company and each truck is realized by some agent that makes local decisions
  An agent representing a company has to trade for oers ie buy and
sell them to other companies and to allocate orders to the trucks of the
company This has to be done online ie while the trucks are performing
some job and interactively ie trucks evaluate their current situation and
trade for delivery
  An agent representing a truck has to generate a path from the origin of the
freight to its destination While performing the transportation it has to
reconsider its plan dynamically in case trac conditions change or another
task has been assigned to the truck
Figure  visualizes the organizational structure of the agents Two types of agent
communication and cooperation can be distinguished vertical and horizontal
communication
cooperation
Interaction of agents within one shipping company is called vertical cooperation
This interaction is totally cooperative as the prime goal of all these agents is
to increase the prot of their company A given truck agent may accept deals
even if this leads to some time delay for the delivery of its current freight The
job allocation procedure is realized by a modication of the wellknown Contract
Net Procedure Smi
 the company agent oers the task to all truck agents
the truck agents compute a utility value for accepting the job which is used as
an oer to the company agent This agent assigns the task to the truck whose
corresponding agent has proposed the best oer
A company agents cooperation with other company agents is regarded as hori
zontal cooperation	 Interaction between companies is not completely cooperative
as their prior goals might conict As experiments in FMP	 have shown such
	
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Figure  Organization of Agents in MARS
a cooperation can still be benecial for all participants a wellknown law in
economics Cooperation between companies is realized by introducing a stock
exchange for transportation orders This stock exchange is organized as a black
board where all company agents can post selling oers If another company wants
to buy the task some bilateral negotiations are performed The companies de
cision making procedures are also based on information they obtain from their
truck agents ie how well that job might t in their trucks schedules It has
been shown that the overall performance of the system increases up to 
 if
joint ventures between dierent companies are allowed
One of the main applications for the MECCA system will be the VIS scenario
whose conceptualization will be presented next
 The VIS Scenario
VIS Verkehrsinformationssystem Trac Information System


is being devel
oped for personal and individual support of travelers Such an assistance includes
route planning for multiple means of transportation accommodation and din
ing booking reservation of tickets for cultural events etc During the actual trip
the system assists a user not only for car navigation it also accompanies him or
	
Additional information can be found in Fun


her while using ideally any transportation system
Similar to the MARS scenario a multiagent approach has been chosen to model
the scenario During the execution of a plan some of the circumstances may
change any time which may lead to the process of dynamic replanning In VIS
each user is assisted by some Personal Travel Manager PTM agent In addition
also each service source is modeled as an agent
  A PTM has to perform the tasks mentioned above planning of travel routes
information retrieval booking etc
  An agent representing some kind of information source or service eg some
sort of travel service TS must provide this information or service to re
questing agents
The agents are distributed over many sites of some network such as the Internet
So communication between agents has to be performed over this net
In order to guarantee exibility and relevance to the current situation the per
sonal planning agent should always be available to the user Furthermore the
guidance system should be as powerful as possible Therefore three types of user
agents will be introduced A notebooklike tool called miniPTM or Personal In
telligent Communicator PIC a system integrated in the users car dashboard
both designed for mobile online usage and a piece of software which is run on
the users PC for oline planning The system running on a PC is intended
to have all neccessary capabilities for performing the tasks required to a PTM
The capacities of PICs and dashboard tools on the other hand are much too
small to perform complex planning and negotiation processes Therefore these
tools communicate over the network with some associated broker agents who will
perform the task on behalf and report the result to the PTM Figure  displays
this approach graphically
Once the PTM or its representative broker agent has received an order from
the user it starts a planning procedure During this procedure it has to retrieve
information eg from a travel service agent and bring in oers from service
provider agents Furthermore it has to negotiate with service providers in order
to determine the cheapest oer
The PTM does not only create a travel plan for its user it also monitors the
execution of the plan The key idea here is that the PTM has always access to
relevant information sources such as trac conditions in order to receive the
latest information Whenever some of the assumed circumstances change the
PTM starts a replanning process and advises the user to change his plan in case
a better one has been found
 
Figure  Organization of Agents in VIS
 A Unifying Layout for both Applications in the Large
In the previous subsections I have presented two applications without taking
their size into account In the MARS scenario a company agent may possibly
communicate with any other company agent in the VIS scenario communication
between PTM agents and broker agents and service agents is not specied yet
However it is obvious that in both cases some sophisticated mechanisms are
needed in order to allow ecient communication and cooperation in a very large
scale scenario
Although these two applications dier in many perspectives they share a common
background geographically distributed entities are represented by agents some of
these entities are trac participants that need traveling assistance Therefore
designing one common virtual scenario layout into which an actual layout can
be generated appears to be reasonable In this section I shall outline a virtual
application architecture which units both scenarios
The main observation is that agents in both scenarios can be grouped together
according to two criteria Their geographical position and the topic of their task
Among these criteria virtual structures distributed over some network such as
the Internet can be set up An agent can possibly be allocated into both struc
tures as it typically has some kind of position and has to perform some kind of

task 
Using a structure which is sorted only according to one criterion has severe
drawbacks agents cannot be characterized exactly A topicoriented structure
may distinguish agent tasks at arbitrary ne granularity agents located all over
the domain can possibly be allocated into the same substructure eg an ADS
administering taxi agents might have to control registrations of taxi agents from
all over the world On the other hand a geographically oriented substructure
would have to administer agents of any type that are currently located at that
place eg an ADS representing the town Munich would have to administrate
all agents representing entities in town
Thus the question arises how to model an ecient interaction between these
two structures One idea is to introduce a two dimensional lattice a socalled
bilattice presented in Mes	 Using a bilattice leads to some sort of matrix
organizational form presented in section   However I have not pursued this
idea very far yet further investigations on how to incorporate this idea have to be
made Another approach is to build two more or less independent structures
each of which distinguishes at the toplevel over one criterion and at the lower
levels over the other criterion This approach follows the idea of a divisional
organization also described in section   In the following I describe these two
structures I begin by sketching the structure with geographic location as toplevel
criterion
Geographically Oriented Structure In this structure each town of the do
main is represented by some ADS Figure  illustrates the sample structure for the
realization of the town Munich All agents representing entities currently staying
in town are registered at theMunichADS or one of its subordinated ADS agents
resp which are sorted in a topicoriented fashion The townADS itself has a
unique process name which can always be retrieved as described below Hence
an even more global structure administering all townADS agents is not required
An agent registered in another town can use this unique townADS name in order
to contact this ADS and get passed to the requested communication partner
Topicoriented Structure This structure is characterized in gure  A uni
versal topicoriented ADS is placed on top of that hierarchy This ADS also
has a unique address which has to be known by all agents Similar to WWW
search engines it is designed to guide a topicoriented search for communication
partners by forwarding communication requests to ADS agents that administer
addresses still domainwide but sorted by topics such as travel accommodation
etc Nationwide operating enterprises may be interested to be registered not
only at their home townADS but also at a national topicoriented ADS Re

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Figure  Layout of a Geographically Oriented Structure
gional enterprises may only be interested in being registered in the regional ADS
of their topic which may be cheaper
Additionally the universal topicoriented ADS can provide links to search engine
and universal broker agents If some agent wants to retrieve the net address of
some townADS or any other agent it is guided to the search agent This search
agent retrieves the physical net address of an agent given its virtual generic
address eg adsmunichbavariagermany Another agent subordinated to the
universal ADS is a universal broker agent with the functionality described in
section  Note that ADS agents too can occur in both structures For
instance the Munich AccommodationADS is registered at the MunichADS as
shown in gure  and at the Bavaria AccommodationADS as shown in gure

The structure described above is only the virtual one It is clear that having only
one toplevel agent for a town or for the whole topicoriented structure would
lead to an incredible bottleneck Hence an actual layout must model such single
agents somehow by whole agent collections in order to guarantee the required
performance and robustness
In order to illustrate this concept I will present two examples one modeling a
typical MARS application and one describing a typical VIS application

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Example  
 A MARS Application Suppose shipping company II has an
order it cannot carry out and therefore wants to sell it Using the virtual scenario
layout presented above it rst contacts the nation wide operating stock exchange
agent In case the company agent doesnt know the stock exchange address it
can either request it from the search agent or it can be guided to the National
Travel ADS who can also provide the address of the stock exchange agent since
it is registered there
Having contacted the stock exchange agent the company can post its oer and
its physical address Other shipping company agents who have contacted the
exchange agent in the same way can then communicate with company II directly
over the net In case one of them accepts to take over the task it can communicate
locally with its truck agents over their dashboard tools
Example 
 A VIS Application A traveling salesman has to stay in a town
say Munich for a couple of days First he has to decide how to reach that town
His PTM agent contacts the nation wide Intermodal Routing Planner IMRP
agent either directly if the PTM agent knows already the address or via the
universal topicoriented ADS and national travel ADS The IMRP agent returns
a route so that the PTM can book trac means for instance by contacting
the railroad agent Furthermore suppose the user wants to stay in a hotel of a

certain nation wide operating hotel chain A By requesting information from the
nation wide accommodation ADS or the Munich accommodation ADS the PTM
agent receives the address of the corresponding hotel agent Thus room booking
can then be performed
These two examples demonstrate the principle by which agents are intended to co
operate It has to be mentioned explicitly that often several information retrieval
processes may be successful to nd some cooperation partner as depending on
the position of the requesting agent the optimal partner retrieval strategy may
vary

Of course in such a case the requesting agent has rst to reason which
strategy to apply Finally it has to be made clear that this structure is only a
rst draft version Much more examination has to be pursued
 Related Fields of Research
In this section I shall briey outline how research pursued in other elds may be
incorporated into this work In particular I hope to nd inspirations to derive
heuristics how to achieve and maintain high system performance
So far I have not done an extensive literature search and hence the following
sections are intended to give a rst impression of possibilities how to incorporate
results from other disciplines and to present a collection of interesting references
which so far I have only partly exploited
  Business Administration
 Organization Theory
The examination of this eld is motivated by the idea that organizational forms
developed in business administration may be used to model suitable substructures
in a complex agent society Wohe denes in Woh  a collection of possible
organizational forms
SingleLine System In a classical straightline organization as shown in gure
	 every unit is only subordinated to one higher unit as it is typical for example
in military or in planbased economies Thus tasks can be distributed vertically
over the hierarchy
The advantages of such a structure are clear order of authority transparency of
the line of command and clear delineation of powers Disadvantages lie in the
length of that line of command its inexibility and in the danger of communica
tion overload of intermediate and higher units
 

This is similar to the fact that WWW search engines may return the same WWW address
on dierent search patterns

Figure 	 SingleLine System
MultiLine System In this functional organization displayed in gure  
 a
unit is subordinated to several higher units
Figure  
 MultiLine System
The pros of this approach lie in a fast and short information ow between the
units and the possiblity of specialization since this structure can be used to sub
ordinate units to several specialists each of whom however is only entitled to
give directives restricted to his sphere of authority The cons lie mainly in the
unclarity of lines of authority and responsibility separation
StaLine System This system is a modication of the singleline system
decision making units are augmented with a panel of experts who have consulting
functionality but no decision making competence Figure    models this system
On the one hand competence areas and the order of authority are clearly dened
on the other hand problems may occur since the panel has strong inuence on
decisions it doesnt have to be responsible of

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Figure    StaLine System
Divisional Organization In this type of organization a company is organized
according to two classication criteria business lines and subdivisions Two
singleline systems are combined On the highest level the company is split ac
cording the business line criterion on the lower levels according to the subdivision
criteria Figure   displays this approach
Figure   Divisional Organization
Technically speaking this model is a singleline system Hence it inherits all
properties of such a system In practice however for each product almost a
whole independent enterprise has to be built up This leads to decentralization
accompanied by the eect that subdivisions have to be constructed multiple times
eg in gure   a sales department has to be built up twice On the other hand a
company is represented in a clear fashion as no interweavings occur This model
is mainly realized in very large enterprises which can plan over a great product
variety

Matrix Organization This organizational form is also designed for integrat
ing two organization criteria business lines and subdivisions In contrast to the
model above this organizational form is a version of a multiline system every
unit is subordinated into two hierarchies one for each criterion Figure   shows
the correlations As an instance of a multiline system it inherits all its proper
Figure   Matrix Organization
ties In contrast to a divisional organization no subdivision has to be built up
twice which reduces structural overhead but may lead to competence confusion
After being en vogue in the  	
s as a favorite organizational form for very large
enterprises currently it is rejected since a clear order of authority was not visible
to employees
These organizational forms provide a collection of possible structure elements
an enterprise consultant has at his disposal in order to form a company As
the pros and cons of each structure can only be characterized rather vaguely
and generally research is currently pursued in order to give some formal more
rules how to model an enterprise A Picot describes in Pic	 four additional
organizational forms and characterizes their usage according to two properties
of the task to be performed Specicy and changeability of the task E Frese
examines in Fre	 variations of singleline structures and multiline structures
under the aspect how to realize several dimensions in these structures
Other organization theorists eg Kieser in Kie	 put much emphasis on ex
amining informal quantities such as the chemistry between employees informal
communication channels etc Traditionally these aspects have been ignored
they were even considered as distracting Kieser on the other hand tries to ex
	
ploit such aspects by incorporating them into his structure model Similarly
Sydow Syd	 proposes some promising methods how certain properties of em
ployees can be used for the creation of a more optimal organization structure It
has to be examined how far these results can be used for modeling articial agent
societies where such aspects are of little concern at rst glance
 Computer Science
 Distributed Systems
The eld of computer science particular research on distributed systems oers
a wide range of perspectives for points of contact to my work I mention only
briey some interesting aspects and describe how they can be incorporated
A Tanenbaum Tan	 and F Mattern Mat	 describe principles of distributed
operating systems Here basics on network communication may be adapted for
agent communication and migration Observing the worlds largest computer
net the Internet a detailed description can be found in LR	 may lead to
deeper understanding how very large scale distributed applications have to be
designed Very large scale distributed databases KS	  gives a good survey
are also of concern for this dissertation as synchronized communication models
including locking techniques designed for systems with a very large number of
net participants can be used in large multiagent applications as well
As mentioned in the introduction distributed programming languages such as
Oz provide techniques to achieve network transparency robustness and resource
adaptiveness Of course these techniques need not to be adapted in case a
MAS is based on such a language However it is very unlikely that in heteroge
neous multiagent environments only one underlying programming language will
be used So adapting the mentioned techniques in a general agent model may
be inevitable for very large scale applications
 Biology
 Sociology of Insect Societies
Insect life has always been fascinating to humans as insect behavior and intelli
gence is structured completely dierently from those of mammals Insects seem
to act much more socially The prosperity of an individual appears to carry much
less weight than the prosperity of the society A single insect has a neglectable
intelligence however the whole colony shows remarkable traits of intelligence
Understanding its cause has been and still is a major goal for scientists working
in this eld
Insect species can be classied by the degree of their social behavior Wilson
distinguishes in Wil  between six dierent types of social behavior ranging
from solitary life where adults do not care about their breed do not live in a


common hive and do not share labor up to eusocial behavior where all three
traits can be found
Of course insects of the latter type are of the most interest for this work The
insect probably most investigated is the Apis mellifera the honeybee a survey
can be found in See Typically a honey bee colony consists of one queen
several thousand workers between 


 and sometimes more than  
 


 and
drones whose population varies over the seasons in summertime roughly  


C Starr explains bee behavior in Sta	 as a result of their genetic relationship
individuals prefer cooperating with close relatives rather than cooperating with
other colony members He is able to explain several interesting traits of group
behavior with his theory An adaption of this idea has to be considered
In the past some insect researchers eg Wheeler Whe   have created the notion
of a super organism A colony is compared to a metazoan body Analogies
which have caused this analogy are replication import and export of materials
control of the inner environment such as temperature and nally response and
orientation to the external environment However the super organism concept
failed mainly for the reason that in a metazoan body all cells are genetically
identical which is not true for members of an insect colony
Furthermore it has been found that colony members have individual goals which
partly contradict those of other members Neither pursuing only one of these
goals nor adding them together would lead to a strategy allowing the colony to
survive the successful survival strategy is a result of a very complex commu
nication and action behavior Communication between queen and other colony
members is realized via pheromones chemicals secreted by the queen and spread
by workers as liquids or gas Using pheromones the queen inuences the behav
ior of workers who might have goals inhibiting the queens goals This method
which can be represented by a feedback loop system allows the colony as a whole
to react on changes of the internal and external environment such as death of
the queen critical size of the colony etc Figure   gives an overview a detailed
description can be found in Fre
Such a feedback loop system has been proven very robust for achieving the
colonys prime goal to survive This approach where centralized control meets
decentral decision nding in a fashion that turns out to be very satisfying for all
colony members has clearly inspired the introduction of the feedback loop algo
rithm proposed in section  Further investigations may lead to more insights
in order to further improve this method
 Psychology
 Group Behavior
Group theorists have been studying behavior of human groups that have to solve
a given task In particular scientists are interested in determining for a certain
 
Figure   Eects of pheromone transmission
task the size and degree of diversity by which a group performs best In my work
I will examine if these results can be used for modeling eciently cooperating
articial agent groups
In Mor	 R Moreland summarizes research results where empirical investiga
tions have been made by observing social interaction by asking people and by
articially creating groups of dierent sizes and measuring their performance
Experiments have shown that the optimal size of a cooperating group varies from
ve up to a dozen members see Nas Sch	 or CML	 for details de
pending on the task and on properties of the test group These results are rather
vague and they show that there is no simple way to determine the perfect size of a
human group Hence a better approach might be to study some of the correlates
of group size
Moreland compares in Mor	 characteristics of larger groups to those of smaller
ones Generally speaking larger groups enjoy several advantages They have ac
cess to more resources including time money and expertise they tend to be
more diverse On the other hand larger groups suer several disadvantages
they often experience coordination diculties which may decrease problem solv
ing performance Furthermore there is more conict among members of larger
groups In general they are less willing to cooperate
A great diversity of a group can improve its problem solving performance as
specialists might be available to perform a certain task The main risk of a great
diversity is that it can produce conicts among members
Moreland concludes that all these factors make it dicult to specify the optimal
size or degree of diversity of a human group for pursuing a certain task He

suggests rather than worrying about the best group size and degree of diversity
it might be wiser to maximize the advantages and minimize the disadvantages of
a group whatever size that group has reached This is not very promising for
adapting general rules to the world of articial agents Still I plan to further
study this eld in order to nd heuristics about good work size and degree of
diversity of groups of articial agents
In TJ B Tuckman and M Jenson examine the formation of groups They
regard group formation as a continuous process moving through a ve stage life
cycle In the forming stage members seek to orient themselves to the group
In the storming stage members try to alter the group to satisfy their personal
needs In the norming stage members endeavor to resolve the disagreements and
tensions which threaten group success In the performing stage members attempt
to maximize group performance and productivity Finally in the adjourning
stage members disengage from the group emotionally and behaviorally which
leads to the end of the group life cycle It will be an interesting task to examine
if such a life cycle can be established for groups of articial agents as well
 Conclusion and Time Schedule
Overall goal of the dissertation is to examine scalability of multiagent systems
and to derive a method which allows systems to selfcongurate to any application
scale and nature This goal is motivated by the necessity to guarantee high
performance of multiagent systems
  Summary
In detail I plan to achieve the following goals
  Examination of scalability possibilities on three levels the agent society
level the communicationcooperation level and the agent architecture level
  Investigation of how to express these possibilities as search space dimensions
for an performance optimization method
  Development of an appropriate performance optimization method
  Examination of related elds to nd stimuli for the work on the above issues
  Development of a large scale test suite
  and evaluation of the obtained results

These points are addressed throughout the proposal as follows Two concrete
multiagent systems presented in section  serve as bases for this dissertation
They can be used for gaining practical experience with quantities relevant for
scaling Scalability possibilities will be investigated in section  A method to
derive selfcongurating systems is also proposed in this section In section 
two very large scale applications intended to serve as test suites are presented
Results of research performed in related elds points of contacts were outlined
in section  can be used to dene possible structure elements see organization
theory to nd heuristics on an optimal structure see psychology to receive
stimuli for dening the described feedback loop see biology etc
 Time Schedule
The rst time phase of my work will be used for modeling the logical application
layout in order to derive a test bed for applying and evaluating various scaling
approaches In addition it shall be used for the continuing collecting of additional
information on various related topics
During a second phase emphasis will be put on comprehending the correlation
of scaling quantities and the derivation of general rules or patterns of behavior
Investigating scalability on the levels of society structure and agent communi
cationcooperation might partially be realized in cooperation with students by
assigning Masters Theses Diplomarbeiten on clearly dened subranges of these
elds Examining scalability on the agent architecture level can be done together
with coworkers in CoMMAMAPS and AiV who are focusing on topics such as
ecient planning knowledge representation and learning At the end of the sec
ond phase the development of a selfadapting system and an evaluation of the
method will be on focus
In the third phase the results of the previous phases shall be collected and written
down in the thesis Furthermore these results shall be integrated in releases of
both VIS and MARS applications
The whole dissertation shall be completed in three years Finishing the rst phase
is scheduled after nine months The time consuming second phase is intended to
be completed after additional   months which leaves the last nine months for
the nal third phase
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